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Introduction

Thank you for choosing the K96L fully automatic coffee machine.

The coffee machine must only be used to prepare coffee and coffee drinks with milk. We 
are not responsible for the consequences of any misuse of the coffee machine. Please 
read the contents of the instruction manual carefully.

Please keep this manual for future reference at any time. Before using the coffee 
machine, read this user manual carefully and familiarize yourself with the technical 
data on page 68.

Damage caused by failure to follow the instruction manual is not covered by the 
warranty. Keep this instruction manual for the coffee machine.

Safety instruction

Please read and carefully follow the following important safety instructions.

• Your coffee machine can be connected to the water line. Act in accordance with this
instruction to connect the water supply correctly.

• 
• 
• Watch your water supply! If the water is turned off and the pump is idle for some time, it

will break. THIS IS NOT COVERED UNDER WARRANTY!

• When connecting, place the coffee machine on a flat horizontal surface.
When preparing beverages, please do not touch the coffee spout to
avoid burns.

• Please do not allow the power cord, socket and the device itself to come into contact with
water.
Never operate a coffee machine with a defect or a damaged power cord. If
the power cord is damaged, it must be replaced immediately by an
appropriately qualified person in order to avoid a hazard.

• Make sure that the coffee machine and power cord are not near hot surfaces, and that the
cord is not pinched or rubbed against sharp edges.

• Never leave the power cord hanging down, you may trip over it.
• For extended absences, switch off the coffee machine and unplug the power cord from the

socket.
• Always turn off the coffee machine before cleaning.
• This coffee machine is intended for use by staff and users with special skills in

different companies for commercial and representatives.

• maximum inlet water pressure is 5 bar
• minimum inlet water pressure is 1 bar

Controls and display 
Model K96L
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Caution! Non-compliance with the operation, may cause electric shock, and 
threat to life.
Caution! Non-compliance with the operation may cause Coffee machine 
damage, or personal injury.
Burn hazard! Non-compliance with the operation, may cause scalded or burn 
injury.
Caution! This symbol is prompted on important sections. Please carefully read 
them.

Precautions

In the event of malfunctions of the coffee machine, first try to solve them 
yourself using this user manual (page 66 section "Troubleshooting"). Never 
disassemble or repair the coffee machine yourself.

If this proves ineffective, please contact the KAFFIT.com hotline for more information. If 
repair is necessary, contact the service center.

You can find the hotline number of KAFFIT.com, as well as the contacts of service 
centers on the website www.kaffit.com, or in the warranty certificate.

Any repairs must be carried out exclusively by a service center using original spare parts.

Prohibitions

• Connect the coffee machine only to the voltage network specified on the coffee
machine sticker. Additional technical data can be found on page 66 in the "Technical
parameters" section.

• Do not connect the coffee machine directly to the water supply. Unfiltered water can
damage the coffee machine. This is not covered under warranty!

• Always wipe the coffee machine with a damp, but not wet, cloth.

• Do not allow water to enter the bean hopper.

•

•

•

• Never expose the coffee machine to rain, snow or direct sunlight. Do not allow the
coffee machine to overheat. Make sure that the ventilation openings are not
blocked.

• Always fill the water tank with fresh cold water. If milk, carbonated water or mineral
water enters the water tank, the coffee machine will break down.

Damages due to above reasons are not covered under warranty.

Symbol desctiption

Electrical connection

Do not leave the power cord hanging down. You may trip over it.

Filling the water tank

Instructions for first-time use 

Intended use

• Place the coffee machine on a level, stable surface away from sources of
heat and moisture.

• Before connecting, make sure that the mains voltage matches the technical
parameters of the coffee machine (page 68 section "Technical parameters").

•

• Only clean fresh water can be filled into the water tank. Never use any other
liquid (milk, mineral water). This will damage the coffee machine.

• To make guaranteed quality drinks, change the water in the hopper every day.

• The amount of water in the hopper must not exceed the MAX mark.

The coffee machine must only be used to prepare coffee and coffee drinks with milk. We 
are not responsible for the consequences of any misuse of the coffee machine. Please 
read the contents of the manual carefully.

Please keep this manual for future reference at any time.

Do not use processed coffee (for example: coffee roasted with sugar or flavored oils)
Only roasted coffee bean is allowed to put into the bean container. Chocolate bean, nut,
sugar, spice, etc., are prohibited. Otherwise it would cause coffee machine damage.
Never use coffee machine in the environment temperature below 0 °C. Water inside the
machine will freeze and cause the coffee machine damage.

This symbol, if prompted, represents recycling.

Do not put ground coffee or coffee beans into the oil cleaner compartment. This 
will damage the coffee machine.
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Press the ON/OFF button to activate the appliance.

Display message: "WELCOME". Next, you will be asked 
to go through several steps to set up the coffee machine's 
operating modes.

Display message: "SELECT LANGUAGE".
The display shows the languages that can be selected. Click 
the icon of the desired language, for example "English". To 
move to the next item, touch the NEXT STEP icon.

Message on the display: "SELECT THE WATER SUPPLY 
MODE". In this menu item, you can choose whether your 
coffee machine will take water from the water tank or will be 
connected to the tap water supply. Initially, the coffee machine 
is set to use water from the tank. Therefore, before connecting 
to the tap water supply, perform the first switch-on. To move 
to the next item, touch the NEXT STEP icon.

Display message: "SECURITY&PRIVACY".
In this item you can set and activate a password to enter the 
SETTINGS menu. Display message: "CHOOSE PIN CODE 
SETTING MODE". When activating the MODE WITH 
PASSWORD , a window will open
– request for input 6 characters to create a password and a
prompt for password confirmation by re-entering. Press OK to
activate the password mode.
To move to the next item, touch the NEXT STEP icon.

Display message: "INDIVIDUALIZATION". At this point, you 
can:
-Select conditions for entering the SETTINGS menu
-Activate cup setting confirmation before cooking
-Enable access to change the recipe during the preparation
process
-Activate the protection mode against accidental ON / OFF.

Filling the coffee bean hopper

• Never put green (unroasted) coffee beans, coffee
flavored with oils or roasted with added sugar into the
hopper.

• Only roasted coffee beans may be placed in the
hopper. Never fill the hopper with rice, soybeans,
chocolate, nuts, sugar and spices.

• Never place foreign objects in order to avoid damage to the coffee grinder.

• Do not pour liquids into the bean hopper.

Grinder adjustment lever for setting the level of grinding

• The level of grinding can be continuously
adjusted depending on the degree of
roasting of the coffee beans used.

• Please adjust the grinding level with the
grinder adjustment lever only when the coffee
grinder is in operation, in order to avoid
damage to the grinder.

• The adjustment of grinding wheel will be
effective only after making two or more cups
of coffee.

• It is recommended to set a coarser grind for
dark roast beans and a finer grind for light
roast beans.

• When the grinding level is set correctly, coffee
is dispensed evenly from the coffee spout.

Power on

1.Connect the power cord to the coffee machine

2. Insert the power plug into the socket.

3.Connect the coffee machine to the mains using the
power switch on the rear panel.

4.Pour water into the water tank and pour beans into the
coffee bean hopper.

Very coarse 

Coarse 

Medium 

Fine 

Very fine
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Display message: "PRESS AND HOLD SETTINGS TO 
ENTER MENU".
Select OPEN to quickly enter the menu, or activate the 
CLOSE mode to enter the menu by pressing and holding 
the SETTINGS button.

Display message: "CUP CONFIRM".
Select OPEN to enable confirmation mode, or CLOSE to disable it. To go to the next menu 
sub-item, use the scroll mode (swipe up from the bottom of the coffee machine display). 
Message on the display: "CHANGING THE BEVERAGE RECIPE DURING PREPARATION".
Select OFF to block recipe changes during cooking, or ON to allow changes.
To go to the next menu sub-item, use the scroll mode (swipe up from the bottom of the coffee 
machine display).
Display message: “ACTIVATION ON/OFF. HOLD FOR 3 SEC.” To activate the protection 
mode against accidental ON / OFF. activate the ENABLE icon. To move to the next step, 
touch the NEXT STEP icon .

The message on the display: "AD STANDBY". At this point, 
you can:
  Select a storage location for videos.
   Select the volume of the video playback sound. 
  Activate  downloaded videos.
   Download new videos from a USB drive.

Display message: "STORAGE LOCATION".
The current location of the videos is shown by default (device storage). To clear the 
storage space and reset all downloaded files, click on the SELECT SETTINGS sub-item
RESTORE DEFAULT VALUES and OK to confirm the selection.
Display message: "VOLUME".
To unmute videos, swipe from left to right. The sound can be adjusted from 0% (off) to 
100%.
To go to the next menu sub-item, use the scroll mode (swipe up from the bottom of the 
coffee machine display).
Display message: "LOCAL VIDEO AD".
By default, at the factory - manufacturers have activated the playback of the downloaded 
promotional video. Its status is ON.
You can disable playback of the downloaded video. To do this, activate the OFF status.
To download your commercial from USB, activate the LOAD FROM U-DISK tab.
Insert a flash card or USB-storage device into the slots to the right of the display and 
activate the download. The coffee machine only supports and plays MP4 clips. The 
downloaded video will be automatically saved to the machine's memory.

Display message: “COMPLETE. CONGRATULATIONS, 
THE COFFEE MACHINE IS SET UP.”

Display message: “SYSTEM PREPARATION IN PROGRESS. 
HEATING".

Display message: "HEATING".

Display message: "RINSING".
A small amount of water is drained into the waste water 
collection tray. Next, a request appears to rinse the Auto 
Cappuccino system.

Display message: "REMOVE MILK PIPE FROM THE MILK 
TANK AND INSERT IT INTO THE DRIP TRAY". Connect the 
milk tube to the cappuccinatore (through the adapter installed 
in the tube), and insert the free end of the tube into the round 
hole on the drip tray. Display message: "RINSING". The Auto-
Cappuccino system and the coffee spout are being rinsed.

When the rinsing process is completed, the coffee machine 
enters the beverage preparation mode.

Each time you turn on the coffee machine, it automatically warms up, rinses and goes into 
standby mode.

During rinsing, a small amount of hot water flows through the coffee spout. 
Please avoid contact with hot water.

The coffee machine has been tested at the factory, there may be a small amount of coffee 
left in it.

We guarantee you that the coffee machine has never been used.
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Please read the following instructions carefully to ensure that your 
beverages are of the highest quality.

The beverage supply temperature is very high. Please, be careful!

• Coffee beans should be stored in a dry place out of direct
sunlight.

• Only fill the water tank with fresh cold water.

• For perfect quality beverages, change the water in the
tank daily.

• Please preheat the cup before making coffee for the
best taste.

• Please adjust the height of the coffee spout to the height
of the cup to avoid splashing.

• The coffee spout height adjustment range is 100-165mm.

Press and hold the ON/OFF button to turn off the coffee machine. When you turn off the 
coffee machine, a rinsing cycle starts automatically.
• During rinsing, a small amount of hot water is supplied through coffee spout

• Please avoid contact with hot water.

Condition:

If you have prepared beverages with milk, the cappuccino rinsing function will become 
available when you turn off the coffee machine.

Press and hold the ON/OFF button for 2 seconds. Message on the display: "REMOVE 
THE MILK PIPE FROM THE MILK TANK AND INSERT IT INTO THE TRAY".

• Remove the pipe from the milk carton, disconnect from the thermos container and insert
into the round hole of the drip tray.

Press "OK" to start the flushing process. The Auto-Cappuccino system and the coffee 
spout are being rinsed. At the end of the process, the coffee machine turns off.

Making beverages

Making beverages by pressing the touch button-indicator 
Please warm up the cup before preparing your drink.
The recommended volume for preparing Espresso is 30-50 ml.
The recommended volume for making Americano is 150-200 ml
You can prepare 20 types of coffee drinks by pressing the corresponding touch icon.

For example, consider the process of making espresso.
To start the espresso preparation process, press the ESPRESSO touch icon.

By using the navigation buttons during grinding you can 
select the desired strength. The default setting for strength 
is - 

Using the navigation icons, at the time of dispensing water, 
you can select the desired volume. Espresso is set to 45 ml 
by default.

The process of dispensing a beverage can be stopped by 
pressing the touch button - the CANCEL indicator.

Once a drink has been prepared, the settings will not be 
saved. At the end of the process, the touch icons for 
preparing beverages will appear on the display.

To prepare a cappuccino, connect the milk pipe to the 
cappuccino maker through the adapter. Dip the free end of 
the pipe into the milk carton and press the CAPPUCCINO 
touch icon.

Using the navigation icons, at the time of preparation you can 
select the desired strength, amount of water and milk foam. 
Once a drink has been prepared, the settings will not be 
saved.

Making cappuccino

Power off
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When the touch icons appear on the screen, your drink is 
ready - enjoy!

To prepare a portion of milk, connect the milk pipe to the 
cappuccinatore through the adapter. Dip the free end of the 
pipe into the milk bag and press the touch icon HOT MILK. 
The icon is located on the third page of the display. To go to 
the third page, swipe twice on the display from right to left.

Using the navigation icons, at the time of preparation you can 
select the desired amount of milk. Once a drink has been 
prepared, the settings will not be saved.

At the end of the process, the touch icons for preparing drinks 
will appear on the display.

Preparing a serving of hot milk 

Press and hold the SETTINGS button for 2 seconds to enter 
the programming menu.

The SHORTCUT FUNCTION tab is highlighted. On the right, 
the quick menu touch icons are lit.

Permanent settings in programming mode

Entering the programming menu
To enter the programming menu, do the following:

Settings in the programming mode

With the KAFFIT.com coffee machine, you can easily make settings for preparing 
coffee beve ages according to your individual taste preferences. Using the navigation 
buttons, you can view and execute the program steps and store the desired settings in 
memory.

With this coffee machine, you can make the following permanent settings.
Programm item Description

SHORTCUT FUNCTION

MACHINE SETTING

In this menu, you can:

- start rinsing the brewer (forced heating of the system
before preparing a small portion of beverages) pg. 17
- start rinsing the Auto-Cappuccino system pg. 18
- view information about all prepared cups of
beverages
- lock the screen for 15 seconds to prevent accidental
icon pressing
- perform a quick exit from the programming menu

This menu will allow you to:

- select settings for preparing coffee and milk drinks.
- block, add or remove a drink.
- activate the "Strength +" function for preparing large
volume coffee beverages and beverages with milk.
pg 23

- Adjust the water hardness. pg 26
- Select the setting mode for rinsing when ON/OFF
(automatically or manually). pg. 28
- Customize the use of equipment with a water filter.
pg. 29
- Select language. pg. 30
- Drain the system for transportation. pg. 30
- Program the automatic ON/OFF time. pg.30
- Switch from water tank operation to tap water supply.
pg. 35
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Program item Description

MACHINE SETTINGS

Adjust hot water and coffee dispensing volumes 
pg. 36
Restore factory settings by drinks, by coffee 
machine pg. 3

MAINTENANCE

In this menu item you can select and start the required 
maintenance program pg. 56

STATISTICS

In this item you will be able to view information about all 
prepared servings of beverages, about the number of 
service programs performed, and also take readings of 
the daily counter (shift counter) pg. 40

ADVERTISING SETTINGS

SECURITY PRIVACY

This menu item allows you to set the coffee machine s 
operating mode with or without a password pg. 48

Programm item Description

INDIVIDUALIZATION In this menu item you can:
- activate instant access to the shortcut function. pg. 
49
- activate the prompt for confirming the installation of 
the cup.
- enable / disable settings changes during beverage
preparation.
- activate protection against accidental ON/OFF.
pg. 49

ABOUT E UIPEMENT

In this menu item you can select and start the required 
maintenance program.
pg. 53

Shortcut function

Shortcut function. "RINSING" touch icon

In this menu item, you can force the rinsing of the brewer and the Auto-Cappuccino 
system, as well as view information about all drinks prepared during the day and enable 
temporary screen lock.

Every day, when switched on and off, the automatic rinsing cycle of the coffee machine 
starts.

If more than 30 minutes have elapsed since the last drink was prepared, or if you want to 
prepare a drink with a small volume (e.g. ristretto), we recommend that you run a forced 
rinsing cycle before preparing it.

The coffee machine is ready to go. Beverage preparation 
touch icons are lit.
Press and hold the "SETTINGS" button for 2 seconds to 
enter the programming menu.

The SHORTCUT FUNCTION tab is highlighted.
On the right, the shortcut function touch icons are lit.
To start rinsing, click on the RINSING icon.

This menu item will allow you to configure the 
playback of advertising:
- In standby
- when you turn on the coffee machine
- during the preparation of drinks
- at the end of the preparation of the drink
pg. 42
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Shortcut function. "RINS MILK UNIT" touch icon

Display message: RINSING.
The rinsing process must not be interrupted. A small amount 
of hot water is dispensed through the coffee spout. 
Be careful!

At the end of the process, the touch icons for preparing 
beverages will appear on the display.

At the end of the process, the touch icons for preparing 
beveraged will appear on the display.

The coffee machine is ready to go. Beverage preparation 
touch icons are lit.
Press and hold the "SETTINGS" button for 2 seconds to 
enter the programming menu.

The SHORTCUT FUNCTION tab is highlighted.
On the right, the shortcut function touch icons are lit.
To start rinsing, click on the RINS MILK UNIT icon.

Display message: RINSING.
The rinsing process must not be interrupted. A small amount 
of hot water is dispensed through the coffee spout. 
Be careful!

Display message: REMOVE THE MILK PIPE FROM THE 
MILK TANK AND INSERT IT INTO THE DRIP TRAY. 
Remove the milk pipe from the milk bag, disconnect it from 
the thermos container and insert it into the round hole in the 
drip tray. Click "OK".

Display message: RINSING.
A small amount of hot water is dispensed through the 
cappuccinatore. Be careful!

Shortcut function. "STATISTICS" touch icon

The coffee machine is ready to go. Beverage preparation 
touch icons are lit.
Press and hold the "SETTINGS" button for 2 seconds to 
enter the programming menu.

The SHORTCUT FUNCTION tab is highlighted.
On the right, the shortcut function touch icons are lit.
To quickly view the daily counter, the number of drinks 
prepared during the day, click on the STATISTICS icon.

The total number of drinks prepared is displayed in the upper 
right corner. For a detailed view of each beverage, swipe up 
from the bottom of the display.
To exit the sub-menu, press BACK.

To exit the menu, press the EXIT touch icon and confirm your 
choice by pressing the OK button.

* NOTE: The daily counter is reset at 00:00 min. If the current time is 08:00 and the coffee
machine time is set to 21:00, then the daily counter will be reset in 3 hours.

Shortcut function. "SCREEN LOCK" touch icon

The coffee machine is ready to go. Beverage preparation 
touch icons are lit.
Press and hold the "SETTINGS" button for 2 seconds to 
enter the programming menu.

The SHORTCUT FUNCTION tab is highlighted.
On the right, the shortcut function touch icons are lit. To 
eliminate the possibility of accidentally starting a 
beverage, press the SCREEN LOCK icon.
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The coffee machine is ready to go. Beverage preparation 
touch icons are lit.
Press and hold the "SETTINGS" button for 2 seconds to 
enter the programming menu.

The SHORTCUT FUNCTION tab is highlighted. 
On the right, the shortcut function touch icons are 
lit.

Select the MACHINE SETTINGS tab and activate it. 
The MACHINE SETTINGS tab is highlighted.

Display message: The screen will be unlocked in 15 seconds. 
The countdown starts.
As soon as the countdown shows a value of 0 seconds, the 
screen will be unlocked.

To exit the menu, press the EXIT touch icon and confirm your 
choice by pressing the OK button.

Beverage settings

In this menu item, you can make individual preparation settings for any coffee 
beverage, create your own, as well as block or delete a beverage.

• We recommend setting a higher temperature for light roast beans or if you are
using 100% Arabica.

• We recommend setting a lower temperature for beverages made from heavily
roasted beans or if the coffee blend has a high Robusta content.

Beverage Strength Settings
ESPRESSO BEVERAGE RECIPE:

-Coffee
-Coffee +Hot water
-Hot water
- Hot milk + Coffee
- Hot milk + Milk cream + Coffee
(at the same time)
- Hot milk + Milk cream + Coffee
(in sequence)
- Hot milk
- Milk cream
Coffee volume: 15-300 ml
Coffee temperature: 15 options
Pre-brew option: YES/NO
Block/Delete
Strength+

AMERICANO
COFFEE
CAPPUCCINO
LATTE MACCHIATO
LATTE
FLAT WHITE
RISTRETTO
MACCHIATO
COFFEE CREM
2 ESPRESSO
2 AMERICANO
2 COFFEE
2 CAPPUCCINO
2 LATTE MACCHIATO
2 LATTE

2 FLAT WHITE

2 RISTRETTO
2 MACCHIATO
2 COFFEE CREAM
COFFEE POT

HOT WATER

Hot water: 25-300 ml
Water temperature: 15 options
Block/Delete

HOT MILK Hot milk (sec.): 5-120 seconds 
Block/Delete

MILK CREAM Milk cream (sec.): 5-120 seconds 
Block/Delete

Permanent settings in programming mode are always made as shown below.

Example: changing the recipe for preparing an Espresso beverage according to your 
taste preferences.

See the table below for details on the setting options.

Machine settings
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To enter programming mode, do the following:

The coffee machine is ready. Beverage preparation touch 
icons are lit.
Press and hold the "SETTINGS" button for 2 seconds to 
enter the programming menu.

The SHORTCUT FUNCTION tab is highlighted. 
On the right, the shortcut function touch icons are 
lit.

Select the MACHINE SETTINGS tab and activate it. 
The MACHINE SETTINGS tab is highlighted.

Choose the BEVERAGE SETTINGS tab.

Touch the ESPRESSO icon.

The BEVERAGE SETTINGS window will open.

Press the COFFEE STRENGTH tab. 
Choose the needed strength and touch the tab 
(LIGHT / MODERATE / RICH).

Press the COFFEE VOLUME tab. to activate it. Fill in the 
value you need and confirm your choice by touching the 
symbol - 

Press the COFFEE TEMPERATURE tab. Check the box next 
to the value you need (LOW/MID/HIGH).

By pressing on the field, activate the PRE-BREW OPTION tab  
(pre-wetting) and check the box next to the value you need.
Note: For smaller drinks (espresso, ristretto), select YES for a 
richer taste and aroma.

You can also block or delete a beverage. 
When the beverage is locked, the “LOCK” symbol will appear 
next to it, and when you press the touch button of the 
beverage, the message will appear: BEVERAGES ARE 
LOCKED, PLEASE CONTACT THE OPERATOR.
Press "OK" to save the drink recipe.
To exit the beverage setting, press "BACK".

To exit the menu, press the EXIT touch icon and confirm your 
choice by pressing the OK button.

Example: creating a new recipe. Activation of the STRENGTH+ function.

The coffee machine is ready. Beverage preparation touch 
icons are lit.
Press and hold the "SETTINGS" button for 2 seconds to 
enter the programming menu.

The SHORTCUT FUNCTION tab is highlighted. 
On the right, the shortcut function touch icons are 
lit.
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Select the MACHINE SETTINGS tab and activate it. 
The MACHINE SETTINGS tab is highlighted.

Choose the BEVERAGE SETTINGS tab.

Touch the ADD BEVERAGE icon.

By pressing on the + field, activate the BEVERAGE ICON tab. 
Choose the photo you need.

By pressing on the field, activate the BEVERAGE NAME tab. 
Check the box next to the value you want. If this name of the 
beverage is already in the list of recipes, then for a new 
beverage you need to fill in the ML field. Enter the value you 
need in the field, for example 300 ml. Press 
to move to the next field.
Press       to confirm the selected volume.

By pressing on the field, activate the RECIPE tab. Select 
the formula MILK CREAM + COFFEE.

Press the COFFEE STRENGTH tab. 
Choose the needed strenght and touch the tab 
(LIGHT / MODERATE / RICH).

Press the COFFEE VOLUME tab to activate it. Fill in the 
value you need and confirm your choice by touching the 
symbol - 

Press on the field to activate the COFFEE TEMPERATURE 
tab. Check the box next to the value you need (LOW / 
MEDIUM / HIGH).

By pressing on the field, activate the tab CREAM TIME SEC. 
Enter the desired value and confirm your choice by pressing 
the symbol.

By pressing on the field, activate the PRE-BREW OPTION tab.  
(pre-wetting) and check the box next to the value you need.   
Note: For smaller drinks (espresso, ristretto), select YES for a 
richer taste and aroma.

When programming high volume coffee beverages and beverages 
with milk, you can further increase the strength by activating the 
PRE-BREW OPTION.
By pressing on the field, activate the PRE-BREW OPTION tab. 
Press "OK" to save the settings.
To exit the menu, press "BACK".

To exit the menu, press the EXIT touch icon and confirm your 
choice by pressing the OK button.

Note: When PRE-BREW OPTION is activated, the Espresso+ icon will appear next to 
the beverage icon. During the preparation of the drink, coffee is dispensed two times.

For example, when preparing a cappuccino, a portion of milk cream is dispensed, followed 
by an espresso. Next, the coffee waste is dumped and the preparation of the second 
portion of espresso begins.
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Water settings

The coffee machine is ready. Beverage preparation touch 
icons are lit.
Press and hold the "SETTINGS" button for 2 seconds to 
enter the programming menu.

The SHORTCUT FUNCTION tab is highlighted. 
On the right, the shortcut function touch icons are 
lit.

Select the MACHINE SETTINGS tab and activate 
it. The MACHINE SETTINGS tab is highlighted.

Press the WATER SUPPLY MODE tab. A 
window with tabs will open:
- WATER HARDNESS SETTINGS
- BOOT CLEANING SETTINGS (enabels 
automatic rinsing when turning the coffee 
machine ON
- FILTER SETTINGS

For the correct operation of the coffee machine and in order to avoid 
breakdowns, it is necessary to program the degree of hardness of the water 
used.
- 1-4°dh Cleaning prompt will appear after 5000 cups have been prepared (not 
covered by warranty)
- 5-9°dh Cleaning prompt will appear after 1000 cups have been prepared
(factory default setting)
- 10-14°dh Cleaning prompt will appear after 800 cups have been prepared
- 15-19°dh Cleaning prompt will appear after 500 cups have been prepared
- 20-24°dh Cleaning prompt will appear after 300 cups have been prepared
- 25-30°dh Cleaning prompt will appear after 100 cups have been prepared 
The coffee machine is defaultly set to use very soft water. If you are using 
bottled water, you will need to set the range to 10-14°dh. When using tap water, 
set 20-24°dh.

Water hardness settings

The coffee machine is ready. Beverage preparation touch 
icons are lit.
Press and hold the "SETTINGS" button for 2 seconds to 
enter the programming menu.

The SHORTCUT FUNCTION tab is highlighted. 
On the right, the shortcut function touch icons are 
lit.

Select the MACHINE SETTINGS tab and activate it. 
The MACHINE SETTINGS tab is highlighted.
Enter the MAINTENANCE MODE tab.

Move the icon from left to right on the hardness scale to the 
value you need.

Display message: DIRECTIVES ARE BEING SENT, 
PLEASE WAIT A MOMENT.
Settings have been saved.
To exit the sub-menu, press BACK.

To exit the menu, press the EXIT touch icon and confirm your 
choice by pressing the OK button.
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Manual or Automatic rinsing
In this menu item, you can set an automatic or manual rinsing cycle when the 
coffee machine is switched on.

The coffee machine is ready. Beverage preparation touch 
icons are lit.
Press and hold the "SETTINGS" button for 2 seconds to 
enter the programming menu.

The SHORTCUT FUNCTION tab is highlighted. 
On the right, the shortcut function touch icons are 
lit.

Select the MACHINE SETTINGS tab and activate it. 
The MACHINE SETTINGS tab is highlighted.

Enter the MAINTENANCE MODE tab.

The "AUTOMATIC CLEANING" tab will have two options to 
choose from "MANUAL CLEANING" and "AUTOMATIC 
CLEANING".
Choose the value you need.

Display message: DIRECTIVES ARE BEING SENT, 
PLEASE WAIT A MOMENT.
Settings have been saved.
To exit the sub-menu, press BACK.

To exit the menu, press the EXIT touch icon and confirm your 
choice by pressing the OK button.

Using a water filter
In this menu item, you can set the use of the coffee machine with or without a 50L/150L water 
filter. By default, the coffee machine comes with a setting without the use of a water filter.

NOTE: The water filter connector is an optional item and is not included in the scope of delivery.

The coffee machine is ready. Beverage preparation touch 
icons are lit.
Press and hold the "SETTINGS" button for 2 seconds to 
enter the programming menu.

The SHORTCUT FUNCTION tab is highlighted. 
On the right, the shortcut function touch icons are 
lit.

Select the MACHINE SETTINGS tab and activate it. 
The MACHINE SETTINGS tab is highlighted.

Enter the MAINTENANCE MODE tab.

Scroll down to FILTER SETTING tab.
When activating the mode of operation of the coffee machine 
using a filter, the CONFIRM INSTALLING THE FILTER 
window will open.
Click "OK" to confirm the installation.

Display message: DIRECTIVES ARE BEING SENT, 
PLEASE WAIT A MOMENT.

Display message: RINSING.
A small amount of water is drained into the waste water tray.
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When the setting is complete, the coffee machine enters 
beverage preparation mode.

LANGUAGE SETTING

The coffee machine is ready. Beverage preparation touch 
icons are lit.
Press and hold the "SETTINGS" button for 2 seconds to 
enter the programming menu.

The SHORTCUT FUNCTION tab is highlighted. 
On the right, the shortcut function touch icons are 
lit.

Select the MACHINE SETTINGS tab and activate it. 
The MACHINE SETTINGS tab is highlighted.
Select the LANGUAGE SETTING tab.

The display shows the languages that can be selected. Click 
the icon of the desired language. To exit the sub-menu, press 
BACK.

To exit the menu, press the EXIT touch icon and confirm your 
choice by pressing the OK button.

Emptying water system (Emptying the System for Transportation)

The coffee machine is ready. Beverage preparation touch 
icons are lit.
Press and hold the "SETTINGS" button for 2 seconds to 
enter the programming menu.

The coffee machine is ready. Beverage preparation touch 
icons are lit.
Press and hold the "SETTINGS" button for 2 seconds to 
enter the programming menu.

The SHORTCUT FUNCTION tab is highlighted. 
On the right, the shortcut function touch icons are 
lit.

The SHORTCUT FUNCTION tab is highlighted. 
On the right, the shortcut function touch icons are 
lit.

Select the MACHINE SETTINGS tab and activate it. 
The MACHINE SETTINGS tab is highlighted.

Enter the EMPTY WATER SYSTEM tab.

Display message: Remove water tank.

Fulfill the requirement of the coffee machine.
Display message: WATER TANK REMOVED. PLEASE 
PRESS CONFIRM BUTTON TO START EMPTY THE 
WATERWAY
Press the "OK" button to confirm the start of the process.

Display message: EMPTY WATER SYSTEM
The system is drying up.
A small amount of water is drained into the waste water collection 
tray.
At the end of the process, the coffee machine turns off.

Automatic switch ON/OFF. 
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The coffee machine is ready. Beverage preparation touch 
icons are lit.
Press and hold the "SETTINGS" button for 2 seconds to 
enter the programming menu.

The SHORTCUT FUNCTION tab is highlighted. 
On the right, the shortcut function touch icons are 
lit.

Select the MACHINE SETTINGS tab and activate it. 
The MACHINE SETTINGS tab is highlighted.

Press the AUTOMATIC SWITCH ON/OFF tab.

The AUTO SWITCH ON/OFF TIME SETTINGS window opens. 
By default, the auto on and off times are not set.
To set the automatic switch-on time, press SWITCH ON TIME 
tab. 

The time programming window will open. Select the desired 
time in hours and minutes and confirm your choice by 
pressing the "OK" button.

Programming ON/OFF time settings

Press the AUTOMATIC SWITCH ON/OFF tab.

A sub-menu with tabs will open: 
- Auto switch on/off setting
- Switch off time
- Reset

The coffee machine is ready. Beverage preparation touch 
icons are lit.
Press and hold the "SETTINGS" button for 2 seconds to 
enter the programming menu.

The SHORTCUT FUNCTION tab is highlighted. 
On the right, the shortcut function touch icons are 
lit.

Select the MACHINE SETTINGS tab and activate it. 
The MACHINE SETTINGS tab is highlighted.

To set the automatic switch-on time, press SWITCH OFF TIME 
tab. 

The time programming window will open. Select the desired 
time in hours and minutes and confirm your choice by 
pressing the "OK" button.

Press BACK to exit the time programming menu.

To exit the menu, press the EXIT touch icon and confirm your 
choice by pressing the OK button.

Operating time settings

If the automatic switch-off function is activated, after completing the last operation, the 
coffee machine switches off automatically after the specified time has elapsed. In this 
model of the coffee machine, you can program the interval (15 min., 30 min., 1 hour - 24 
hours interval 1 hour, as well as deactivate the automatic switch-off time).
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RESET (to factory settngs)

Press the AUTOMATIC SWITCH ON/OFF tab.

The AUTO SWITCH ON/OFF TIME SETTINGS window 
opens. By default, the auto on and off times are not set.
To set the automatic switch-on time, press SWITCH ON 
TIME tab. 

The default time interval is 4 hours. Select the desired time 
interval and confirm your choice by pressing the "OK" button.

Press BACK to exit the time programming menu

To exit the menu, press the EXIT touch icon and confirm 
your choice by pressing the OK button.

Selection of water supply mode

The coffee machine is ready. Beverage preparation touch 
icons are lit.
Press and hold the "SETTINGS" button for 2 seconds to 
enter the programming menu.

The SHORTCUT FUNCTION tab is highlighted. 
On the right, the shortcut function touch icons are 
lit.

Select the MACHINE SETTINGS tab and activate it. 
The MACHINE SETTINGS tab is highlighted.

Press the AUTOMATIC SWITCH ON/OFF tab.

Scroll to the RESET tab.
To return to the factory settings of the time, press on the  
RESTORE DEFAULT SETTINGS.

The RESET window will open.
Press "OK" to confirm your choice.

Press BACK to exit the time programming menu.

To exit the menu, press the EXIT touch icon and confirm 
your choice by pressing the OK button.

The coffee machine is ready. Beverage preparation touch 
icons are lit.
Press and hold the "SETTINGS" button for 2 seconds to 
enter the programming menu.

The SHORTCUT FUNCTION tab is highlighted. 
On the right, the shortcut function touch icons are 
lit.

Select the MACHINE SETTINGS tab and activate it. 
The MACHINE SETTINGS tab is highlighted.
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Press the "WATER SUPPLY MODE" tab. Select the operating 
mode you need.

Select the operating mode you need.

Display message: DIRECTIVES ARE BEING SENT, 
PLEASE WAIT A MOMENT.
Settings have been saved.

To exit the sub-menu, press BACK.

To exit the menu, press the EXIT touch icon and confirm your 
choice by pressing the OK button.

Volume adjustment setting

In this menu item, you can adjust the volumes of water and coffee dispensed in the range 
from -20% to +20%, thus correcting possible overfilling and underfilling of beverages.

Select the MACHINE SETTINGS tab and activate it. 
The MACHINE SETTINGS tab is highlighted.

Choose the VOLUME ADJUSTMENT tab. 

Set the desired value and press "OK" to save the selected 
value.

Display message:SUCCESS.
Press OK to save current settings.

To exit the menu, press the EXIT touch icon and confirm 
your choice by pressing the OK button.

Factory reset settings

The coffee machine is ready. Beverage preparation touch 
icons are lit.
Press and hold the "SETTINGS" button for 2 seconds to 
enter the programming menu.

The SHORTCUT FUNCTION tab is highlighted. 
On the right, the shortcut function touch icons are 
lit.

The coffee machine is ready. Beverage preparation touch 
icons are lit.
Press and hold the "SETTINGS" button for 2 seconds to 
enter the programming menu.

The SHORTCUT FUNCTION tab is highlighted. 
On the right, the shortcut function touch icons are 
lit.

Select the MACHINE SETTINGS tab and activate it. 
The MACHINE SETTINGS tab is highlighted.
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Press the FACTORY RESET tab.

A window with tabs will open:
- ALL BEVERAGES
- MACHINE SETTING

Display message: RESET ALL BEVERAGE RECIPES TO 
FACTORY SETTINGS.
Confirm your choice by pressing the "OK" button.

Factory reset. ALL BEVERAGES item Factory reset. Machine settings. Return to the factory settings

To exit the sub-menu press BACK

To exit the menu, press the EXIT touch icon and confirm your 
choice by pressing the OK button.

The coffee machine is ready. Beverage preparation touch 
icons are lit.
Press and hold the "SETTINGS" button for 2 seconds to 
enter the programming menu.

The SHORTCUT FUNCTION tab is highlighted. 
On the right, the shortcut function touch icons are 
lit.

Select the MACHINE SETTINGS tab and activate it. 
The MACHINE SETTINGS tab is highlighted.

Press the FACTORY RESET tab.

A window with tabs will open: 
Choose the ALL BEVERAGES tab.

The coffee machine is ready. Beverage preparation touch 
icons are lit.
Press and hold the "SETTINGS" button for 2 seconds to 
enter the programming menu.

The SHORTCUT FUNCTION tab is highlighted. 
On the right, the shortcut function touch icons are 
lit.

Select the MACHINE SETTINGS tab and activate it. 
The MACHINE SETTINGS tab is highlighted.

Press the FACTORY RESET tab.

A window with tabs will open:
Choose the MACHINE SETTING tab.

Display message: FACTORY RESET. RESET ALL 
COFFEE MACHINE SETTINGS, SWITCH ON/OFF TIME 
TO FACTORY SETTINGS.
Confirm your choice by pressing the "OK" button.
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To exit the sub-menu press BACK.

Statistics

Select the MACHINE SETTINGS tab and activate it. 
The MACHINE SETTINGS tab is highlighted.

To view information about the number of drinks prepared, 
press the BEVERAGE COUNTER tab.

In this menu item, you can view information about all drinks prepared for the entire period 
of using the coffee machine and maintenance programs carried out, as well as information 
about beverages prepared during the current day and a calendar of service programs 
performed.
Since each coffee machine has been tested at the factory, when you first turn it on, you 
can detect a certain number of prepared servings by the counter. In order to view 
information about the operation of the coffee machine, you must perform the following 
steps:

The top right corner shows the total number of beverages 
prepared. For a detailed view of each beverage, swipe up 
from the bottom of the display. To exit the sub-menu, press 
BACK.

To view information about the number of beverages prepared 
during the day, choose the DAILY COUNTER tab.

The top right corner shows the total number of beverages 
prepared. For a detailed view of each beverage, swipe up 
from the bottom of the display. To exit the sub-menu, press 
BACK.

To view information about the number of maintenance 
programs performed and the log of recent cleanings, press 
the MAINTENANCE COUNTER tab.

In the last cleaning log, you can see the date and time of the 
last maintenance programs. In the archive of the cleanings 
carried out - the number of programs carried out for the entire 
period of time. To check the number of cleanings of the 
brewing unit, activate the "CLEAN BREW UNIT WITH 
CLEANING TABLETS" tab. The total number of completed 
programs is displayed below. To check the number of 
cleanings of the milk unit, activate the CLEAN MIK UNIT 
WITH CLEANING AGENT tab. The total number of completed 
programs is displayed below. To check the number of 
descaling performed, activate the DESCALING tab. The total 
number of completed programs is displayed below. To exit the 
sub-menu, press BACK.

To exit the menu, press the EXIT touch icon and confirm your 
choice by pressing the OK button.

To exit the menu, press the EXIT touch icon and confirm your 
choice by pressing the OK button.

The coffee machine is ready. Beverage preparation touch 
icons are lit.
Press and hold the "SETTINGS" button for 2 seconds to 
enter the programming menu.

The SHORTCUT FUNCTION tab is highlighted. 
On the right, the shortcut function touch icons are 
lit.
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Advertising settings

This menu item will allow you to set up advertising playback:

- when you turn on the coffee machine

- during the preparation of beverages

- at the end of the preparation of the beverage. 

ATTENTION! Only MP4 format is supported.

Select the ADVERTISING SETTING tab and activate it. The 
ADVERTISING SETTING tab is highlighted.

Select the AD-STANDBY option from the 
ADVERTISING SETTING tab.

A tabbed window will open: 
- STORAGE LOCATION
- VOLUME
- LOCAL VIDEO AD

STORAGE LOCATION tab. 
By default, the current video storage location is in the 
memory of the coffee machine. The maximum available 
storage space is 8 GB. To clear the storage space, activate 
the RESTORE DEFAULT VALUES tab.

Advertising settings. ADs in standby mode

A window will open: CONFIRM TO RESET STORAGE 
LOCATION TO FACTORY SETTING?. 
To confirm the reset, press "OK" or "CANCEL" to cancel the 
action.

VOLUME tab - here you can set the volume of a video 
playback. Move the cursor from left to right to set a 
comfortable value for you.

LOCAL VIDEO AD tab. 
All uploaded videos are displayed here. Select the video you 
want and turn it on for playback.
To upload a new video, insert a USB flash drive into the USB 
slot (located to the right of the display), activate the LOAD 
FROM U DISK tab.

A SELECT FILE window will open. Select the desired file 
and press OK.

Display message: COPYING TO COFFEE MACHINE 
SYSTEM. The file is automatically saved to the coffee 
machine's memory.

To exit the sub-menu press BACK.

To exit the menu, press the EXIT touch icon and confirm your 
choice by pressing the OK button.

The coffee machine is ready. Beverage preparation touch 
icons are lit.
Press and hold the "SETTINGS" button for 2 seconds to 
enter the programming menu.

The SHORTCUT FUNCTION tab is highlighted. 
On the right, the shortcut function touch icons are 
lit.
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Advertising settings. Welcome ADs

Select the ADVERTISING SETTING tab and activate it. The 
ADVERTISING SETTING tab is highlighted.

Select the AD-WELCOME option from the ADVERTISING 
SETTING tab.

A tabbed window will open: 
- LOCAL VIDEO AD
- VOLUME

LOCAL VIDEO AD tab. 
The factory loaded video is used by default. To clear the 
storage space, activate the RESTORE DEFAULT VALUES 
tab.

A window will open: CONFIRM TO RESET STORAGE 
LOCATION TO FACTORY SETTING . 
To confirm the reset, press "OK" or "CANCEL" to cancel the 
action.

VOLUME tab - here you can set the volume of a video 
playback. Move the cursor from left to right to set a 
comfortable value for you.

To exit the menu, press the EXIT touch 
icon and confirm your choice by pressing 
the OK button.

Advertising settings. ADs while making a beverage

Select the ADVERTISING SETTING tab and activate it. The 
ADVERTISING SETTING tab is highlighted.

Select the AD-MAKING BEVERAGE option from the 
ADVERTISING SETTING tab.

A window will open: CONFIRM TO RESET STORAGE 
LOCATION TO FACTORY SETTING . 
To confirm the reset, press "OK" or "CANCEL" to cancel the 
action.

COUNT DOWN tab.
Here you can select the format for playing the video during the 
preparation of beverages. Available values are 3, 5, 10 seconds 
or close. If you select the time range of 3.5 or 10 seconds, the 
video playback during the preparation of the beverages will be 
played in full screen mode.

The coffee machine is ready. Beverage preparation touch 
icons are lit.
Press and hold the "SETTINGS" button for 2 seconds to 
enter the programming menu.

The SHORTCUT FUNCTION tab is highlighted. 
On the right, the shortcut function touch icons are 
lit.

The coffee machine is ready. Beverage preparation touch 
icons are lit.
Press and hold the "SETTINGS" button for 2 seconds to 
enter the programming menu.

The SHORTCUT FUNCTION tab is highlighted. 
On the right, the shortcut function touch icons are 
lit.

A tabbed window will open: 
- LOCAL VIDEO AD
- COUNT DOWN
- VOLUME

LOCAL VIDEO AD tab. 
The factory loaded video is used by default. To clear the 
storage space, activate the RESTORE DEFAULT VALUES 
tab.
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For the convenience of changing the beverage recipe during preparation, select the “BACK” 
value. The video will play on the left side of the display and the drink recipe will be shown on 
the right side.

Advertising settings. ADs after  the beverage preparation

VOLUME tab - here you can set the volume of a video 
playback. Move the cursor from left to right to set a 
comfortable value for you.

To exit the menu, press the EXIT touch 
icon and confirm your choice by pressing 
the OK button.

Select the ADVERTISING SETTING tab and activate it. The 
ADVERTISING SETTING tab is highlighted.

The coffee machine is ready. Beverage preparation touch 
icons are lit.
Press and hold the "SETTINGS" button for 2 seconds to 
enter the programming menu.

The SHORTCUT FUNCTION tab is highlighted. 
On the right, the shortcut function touch icons are 
lit.

Select the AD-COMPLETE option from the 
ADVERTISING SETTING tab.

A tabbed window will open: 
- STORAGE LOCATION

STORAGE LOCATION tab. 
By default, the current video storage location is in the 
memory of the coffee machine. The maximum available 
storage space is 8 GB. To clear the storage space, activate 
the RESTORE DEFAULT VALUES tab.

To upload a new video, insert a USB flash drive into the USB slot 
(located to the right of the display), activate the LOAD FROM U 
DISK tab. 
Note: Only 1 video can be uploaded.

A SELECT FILE window will open. Select the desired file 
and press OK.

When the download is complete, a tabbed window will open: 
STORAGE LOCATION/ SELECT DEFAULT SETTINGS / 
STANDARD VIDEO PLAYBACK FORMAT.

CURRENT STORAGE LOCATION tab. 
The downloaded file from the USB drive is displayed here. To 
change the current clip to a new one, you need to clear the 
storage space.
To clear the storage space, activate the RESTORE 
DEFAULT VALUES tab.

A window will open: CONFIRM TO RESET STORAGE 
LOCATION TO FACTORY SETTING?. 
To confirm the reset, press "OK" or "CANCEL" to cancel the 
action.

Display message: RECOVERY IS SUCCESSFUL

COUNT DOWN tab.
Here you can select the format for playing the video during 
the preparation of beverages. Available values are 3, 5, 10 
seconds or close. If you select the time range of 3.5 or 10 
seconds, the video playback during the preparation of the 
beverages will be played in full screen mode.

To exit the menu, press the EXIT touch icon and confirm your 
choice by pressing the OK button.
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Security&Privacy
In this menu item you can set and activate a password to enter the programming menu. To 
activate the operating mode of the coffee machine with a password request, you must 
perform the following steps:

Select the SECURITY&PRIVACY tab and activate it. By 
default, the coffee machine is set to NOTHING (no password 
mode). The no password mode provides free access to the 
programming menu.

To secure access to the programming menu, select 
PASSWORD. When the mode is activated, the INPUT PIN-
CODE window will open.

To activate the password in the settings, enter 6 characters to 
create a password. Activating the field will open the keyboard. 
Dial 6 digits and press OK icon . Re-enter the password in the 
second field.
Press "OK" to activate the password.
If the correct redial is entered, the password will be activated. 
Now, when you enter the programming menu, the display will 
prompt ENTER PASSWORD window.

If you retyped the password incorrectly, the PIN CODE 
ERROR window pops up.

To exit the menu, press the EXIT touch icon and confirm your 
choice by pressing the OK button.

Individualization

Individualization. Shortcut function options.

To activate instant access to the shortcut function, do the following:

Select the INDIVIDUALIZATION tab and activate it.

Select the SHORTCUT FUNCTION tab.

The "SHORTCUT FUNCTION" window will open with two 
options to choose from "OPEN" and "CLOSE".
If "CLOSE" is selected, access to the quick menu will be possible 
(will open) only through entering the programming menu.

When you select "OPEN" in ready mode, simply swipe up 
from the bottom of the screen and the SHORTCUT 
FUNCTION touch icons will appear at the bottom of the 
display. In order to hide the icons of the quick menu, simply 
press any of the required icons or enter the setting menu by 
pressing and holdig the setting icon for 2 seconds.

The coffee machine is ready. Beverage preparation touch 
icons are lit.
Press and hold the "SETTINGS" button for 2 seconds to 
enter the programming menu.

The SHORTCUT FUNCTION tab is highlighted. 
On the right, the shortcut function touch icons are 
lit.

The coffee machine is ready. Beverage preparation touch 
icons are lit.
Press and hold the "SETTINGS" button for 2 seconds to 
enter the programming menu.

The SHORTCUT FUNCTION tab is highlighted. 
On the right, the shortcut function touch icons are 
lit.

In this menu item you can:
- activate instant access to the shortcut option.
- activate the prompt for confirming the installation of the cup.
- enable/disable settings changes during beverage preparing. - activate protection

against accidental ON / OFF.
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To exit the sub-menu press BACK.

To exit the menu, press the EXIT touch icon and confirm 
your choice by pressing the OK button.

Individualization. Confirming the cup in position.

Select the INDIVIDUALIZATION tab and activate it.

Select the CONFIRM THE CUP IN POSITION tab.

The CUP POSITION CONFIRMATION window will open with 
two options to choose from: OPEN and CLOSE. If you select 
CLOSE, beverage preparation will start as soon as the beverage 
icon is pressed.

When you select the “CLOSE” value, a window will open with 
the name of the beverage you have chosen and the 
countdown will begin from 10 to 0 seconds. The coffee 
machine display prompts you to insert the cup before making 
a beverage. With a value of 0 seconds, the preparation of the 
beverage will begin. To cancel the preparation of the drink, 
press "BACK".

Individualization. Beverage adjustment.

The "BEVERAGE ADJUSTMENT" window will open with two 
options to choose from "OPEN" and "CLOSE". If you select 
"CLOSE", options such as changing the strength and volume of 
the beverage during preparation will become inaccessible, and 
the navigation buttons will be blocked.

If you select the “OPEN” value, changing the beverage recipe 
(strength and volume) during preparation will become 
possible.

To exit the sub-menu press BACK.

To exit the menu, press the EXIT touch icon and confirm 
your choice by pressing the OK button.

The coffee machine is ready. Beverage preparation touch 
icons are lit.
Press and hold the "SETTINGS" button for 2 seconds to 
enter the programming menu.

The SHORTCUT FUNCTION tab is highlighted. 
On the right, the shortcut function touch icons are 
lit.

The coffee machine is ready. Beverage preparation touch 
icons are lit.
Press and hold the "SETTINGS" button for 2 seconds to 
enter the programming menu.

The SHORTCUT FUNCTION tab is highlighted. 
On the right, the shortcut function touch icons are 
lit.

Select the INDIVIDUALIZATION tab and activate it.

Select the BEVERAGE ADJUSTMENT tab.
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Individualization. Protection agains accidental pressing.

When "OPEN" is selected
the coffee machine will turn on and off only after holding the 
button for 3 seconds.

About equipement.

Follow these steps to verify the serial number of the coffee machine.

Select the ABOUT EQUIPMENT tab and activate it. The 
ABOUT DEVICE tab is highlighted.
Information about your coffee machine (CTR and HMI 
firmware versions) is displayed on the right. SN is the serial 
number.

To exit the sub-menu press BACK.

To exit the menu, press the EXIT touch icon and confirm 
your choice by pressing the OK button.

The coffee machine is ready. Beverage preparation touch 
icons are lit.
Press and hold the "SETTINGS" button for 2 seconds to 
enter the programming menu.

The SHORTCUT FUNCTION tab is highlighted. 
On the right, the shortcut function touch icons are 
lit.

Select the SECURITY&PRIVACY tab and activate it.

Select the LONG PRESS TO SWITCH OFF tab.

The LONG PRESS TO SWITCH OFF (for three seconds) 
window opens, with two values to choose from "OPEN" and 
"CLOSE".

If "CLOSE" is selected, the coffee machine will turn on and 
off automatically when the button is pressed.

To exit the sub-menu press BACK.

To exit the menu, press the EXIT touch icon and confirm 
your choice by pressing the OK button.

The coffee machine is ready. Beverage preparation touch 
icons are lit.
Press and hold the "SETTINGS" button for 2 seconds to 
enter the programming menu.

The SHORTCUT FUNCTION tab is highlighted. 
On the right, the shortcut function touch icons are 
lit.

To exit the menu, press the EXIT touch icon and confirm 
your choice by pressing the OK button.
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Water connection 

Water connection group

Water connection group.

Initially, the coffee machine is set to use water from the water tank. Therefore, before 
connecting to the water supply, switch on the coffee machine for the first time.

1. Fill the water tank with water.

2. To turn on the coffee machine, press and hold the
switch ON button. Next, you will be asked to go
through several steps to set up the coffee machine's
operating modes.
When switched on for the first time, the self-diagnosis
process starts automatically, the system is filled with
water and flushing starts.

3. The coffee machine is ready to go. Beverage preparation
touch icons are lit.

1. Remove the hexagon plug located on the back wall of
the coffee machine.

2. Firmly connect one end of the hose (connection 1/2) to
the socket in the coffee machine.

Step 1. Technical connection to the water supply

Then follow the following instructions:
To connect the coffee machine to the water supply, contact a qualified technician. Incorrect 
connection to the water supply is not covered by the warranty!

3. Connect the other end of the hose (connection
2/2) to the softener/water filtration system.

Step 2. Service settings for connecting to the water supply

The coffee machine is ready. Beverage preparation touch 
icons are lit.
Press and hold the "SETTINGS" button for 2 seconds to 
enter the programming menu.

Select the MACHINE SETTING tab.
Choosee the WATER SUPPLY MODE tab.

Select the operating mode you need - TAP WATER SUPPLY.

Display message; DIRECTIVES ARE BEING SENT, PLEASE 
WAIT A MOMENT.

To exit the sub-menu press BACK.

To exit the menu, press the EXIT touch icon and confirm 
your choice by pressing the OK button.

The SHORTCUT FUNCTION tab is highlighted. 
On the right, the shortcut function touch icons are 
lit.
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1. Cut out a circle with a diameter of 8 cm in the countertop.

2. Remove the ground coffee container from the drip tray.

The coffee machine is ready to go.

Over time, after about 40 servings, the coffee machine will issue a request to empty the 
coffee grounds "EMPTY COFFEE CONTAINER". Beverage preparation is not possible. 
To reset the request, pull out the tray for a few seconds and put it back. Beverage 
making is now available.

Disposal of coffee waste
Your K96L coffee machine is available for direct disposal of coffee grounds under 
the countertop. For this you need:

The K96L coffee machine is supplied with a hose for 
direct discharge of waste water from the drip tray.

Lenght - 2 meters
Outer tube diameter - 19.73 mm
Inner tube diameter - 13.71 mm

Waste water discharge

When this option is enabled, the request “DRIP TRAY IS FULL" will not appear.
Drainage can occur both in any enlarged container under the tabletop, and connected 
directly to the sewerage system (the kit for connecting the drain to the sewerage system is 
an additional option).

Maintenance
If you want your coffee machine to serve for a long time and always provide excellent 
quality of drinks, do not forget to service it daily.

Select the MAINTENANCE tab.
The MAINTENANCE tab is highlighted.

During the operation of your coffee machine, coffee oils settle on the brew unit and internal 
coffee tubes, which leads to a significant deterioration in the taste characteristics of 
beverages and even to equipment failure. Therefore, over time (~250-280 cups) it is 
necessary to clean the brew unit

Select the MAINTENANCE tab.
The MAINTENANCE tab is highlighted.

Select the CLEAN BREW UNIT WITH CLEANING TABLETS 
option.

Display message: “CLEANING TIME 20 Min. PRESS THE OK 
BUTTON TO START CLEANING. Fulfill the requirement of 
the coffee machine.

Cleaning brewing unit with tablet

The cleaning process will take about 20 minutes. The 
cleaning process must not be interrupted!

The coffee machine is ready. Beverage preparation touch 
icons are lit.
Press and hold the "SETTINGS" button for 2 seconds to enter 
the programming menu.

The SHORTCUT FUNCTION tab is highlighted. 
On the right, the shortcut function touch icons are 
lit.

The coffee machine is ready. Beverage preparation touch 
icons are lit.
Press and hold the "SETTINGS" button for 2 seconds to 
enter the programming menu.

The SHORTCUT FUNCTION tab is highlighted. 
On the right, the shortcut function touch icons are 
lit.
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Display message: DRIP TRAY IS FULL. Pull out the tray, 
remove the coffee grounds and empty the waste water.

Display message: INSTALL THE DRIP TRAY.
This message will remind you that after emptying, the drip 
tray must be placed in the coffee machine. Place a container 
with a capacity of 0.7 l under the coffee spout.

Display message: CLEANING START. PRESS THE OK 
BUTTON TO START CLEANING. Fulfill the requirement of 
the coffee machine.

The status bar of the cleaning process is lit. 
Be careful! A small amount of hot water comes out of the 
coffee spout.

Display message ADDING TABLETS. CLICK OK BUTTON 
TO START CLEANNG. Open the compartment cover and 
drop the cleaning tablet into it. Close the compartment 
cover. Press the "OK" button to start cleaning.

Display message: CLEANING BREW UNIT WITH 
CLEANING TABLETS.

Upon completion of the cleaning process, the display prompts: 
DRIP TRAY FULL / INSTALL DRIP TRAY. Fulfill these 
requirements.

Display message: WILL BE COMPLETED SOON.

If you are using the milk preparation function, the Auto Cappuccino system must be 
cleaned daily to ensure that it functions properly.

Cleaning the milk unit.

Press CLEAN MILK UNIT WITH CLEANING AGENT tab.

Display message: CLEANING TIME 2 Min PRESS THE OK 
BUTTON TO START CLEANING.
Click "OK" to start the cleaning process.

Display message: ADD CLEANING AGENT. CLICK OK 
BUTTON TO START CLEANING. Pour 250 ml of water into a 
separate container and add the cleaning agent to it. Please refer 
to the instructions that come with it for the correct dosage. Dip 
the milk tube into the prepared solution.
Place an empty 0.7 L container under the combination spout. 
Click "OK" to start the cleaning process.

To exit the menu, press the EXIT touch icon and confirm 
your choice by pressing the OK button.

Select the MAINTENANCE tab.
The MAINTENANCE tab is highlighted.

The coffee machine is ready. Beverage preparation touch 
icons are lit.
Press and hold the "SETTINGS" button for 2 seconds to 
enter the programming menu.

The SHORTCUT FUNCTION tab is highlighted. 
On the right, the shortcut function touch icons are 
lit.
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The coffee machine is ready. Beverage preparation touch icons are lit.
Press and hold the "SETTINGS" button for 2 seconds to enter the programming menu.

Display message: CLEAN MILK UNIT WITH 
CLEANING AGENT.

Display message: ADD WATER 250ml. CLICK OK BUTTON 
TO START CLEANING. Prepare the specified volume of 
clean water to rinse the system of cleaning agent. Press the 
"OK" button to complete the process.

Display message: CLEAN MILK UNIT WITH 
CLEANING AGENT.

Descaling the coffee machine
• The daily usage will cause lime deposits in coffee machine. The

depositing rate varies with the local water hardness.

• Decalcifier contains acidic substances that would irritate your eyes and skin, so
you must strictly comply with the security warnings noted by manufacturer on
the packaging. If you have contacted it with your eyes or skin by accident,
please wash it with clean water immediately.

• To prevent damage to your coffee machine, use only original cleaning
products.

• A complete descaling cycle takes 40 minutes.

• Interrupting the descaling process may damage the coffee machine.

Once you have started the descaling process, please do not interrupt it!
     Dissolve 1 portion of KAFFIT.com cleaning agent in 1 liter of water (coffee 
machine with a 1.8 l tank).
     Dissolve 2 portions of KAFFIT.com cleaning agent in 2 liters of water (coffee 
machine with a 6.0 l tank).

Select DESCALING.

Displaly message: CLEANING TIME 20 MIN. PRESS OF TO 
START THE DESCALING PROSSES.

Display message: REMOVE THE MILK UNIT TUBE FROM 
THE MILK CONTAINER.

Display message: CLEAN THE WATER TANK AND FILL IT 
WITH WATER. PRESS CONFIRM BUTTON TO CONTINUE 
DESCALING.
Dissolve the required amount of cleaning agent in 1 liter or 2 liters 
of water (depending on the configuration of the coffee machine), 
then pour the resulting solution into the empty water tank and 
place it in the coffee machine.
During the first cleaning step, place a 0.7 l container under the 
coffee spout. Press the "OK" button.

To exit the menu, press the EXIT touch icon and confirm 
your choice by pressing the OK button.

Select the MAINTENANCE tab.
The MAINTENANCE tab is highlighted.

The SHORTCUT FUNCTION tab is highlighted. 
On the right, the shortcut function touch icons are 
lit.

Display message: DRIP TRAY IS FULL. Pull out the tray, 
remove the coffee grounds and empty the waste water.

Display message: INSTALL THE DRIP TRAY.
This message will remind you that after emptying, the drip 
tray must be placed in the coffee machine. Place a container 
with a capacity of 0.7 l under the coffee spout.
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Cleaning coffee grounds container and drip tray.
• Do not use chemical solvents, abrasive or aggressive cleaners to clean the coffee grounds

container and waste water tray.

• The drip tray and coffee grounds container are not dishwasher safe.

• Do not use metal objects or abrasive materials to clean the metal contacts of
the waste water tray.

• If you want your coffee machine to serve for a long time, do not forget to
service it daily.

Over time, the display will automatically show the 
message: "DRIP TRAY IS FULL".

Display message: "INSTALL DRIP TRAY". Please remove 
coffee grounds from the container. Place the drip tray back 
into the coffee machine. Press the rotary control to reset 
the request.

Display message: READY.

If the drip tray is full, the display will automatically show the 
message "DRIP TRAY IS FULL". Remove the waste water 
collection tray and empty it.

Place the drip tray back into the coffee machine and it will 
automatically go into standby mode.
Display message: READY TO WORK.

Every time you clean the coffee grounds container, please also clean the waste 
water tray.
After cleaning the drip tray, please dry the metal contacts and then put it back into 
the machine.

Display message: CLEAN THE WATER TANK AND FILL IT 
WITH WATER. PRESS CONFIRM BUTTON TO 
CONTUNUE DESCALING
At the end of the first cleaning step, remove the water tank 
and rinse it well. Fill it with clean water and put it back in the 
coffee machine. Place a container with a capacity of 0.5 l 
under the coffee spout. Press the OK button to start the 
second cleaning step.

Display message: DESCALING COMPLETE.

Display message: DESCALING.

The display prompts: DRIP TRAY FULL / INSTALL DRIP 
TRAY. Fulfill these requirements.

Display message: DESCALING.

The display prompts: DRIP TRAY FULL / INSTALL DRIP 
TRAY. Fulfill these requirements.

To exit the menu, press the EXIT touch icon and confirm 
your choice by pressing the OK button.
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Cleaning water tank

Lime deposits can form on the walls of the water tank over time, so it is necessary to 

periodically clean the tank from such deposits:

• Rinse the hopper daily with running water before adding water.

• Clean the hopper about once every two months. For cleaning, use gentle
descaling agents in accordance with the operating instructions of the
respective manufacturer.

• If the water tank is damaged, contact the service center.

Cleaning the bean hopper

• An oil film forms on the walls of the coffee bean hopper over time. It impairs
the taste characteristics of the beverage. For this reason, it is necessary to
clean the coffee bean hopper.

• Please use a dry cloth or paper towel to clean the coffee oils from the hopper.

• The coffee hopper lid serves to preserve the aroma of the coffee beans. If the
lid of the coffee bean hopper is damaged, please contact the service center.

Disassembling and cleaning the auto-cappuccino system
To ensure an excellent result when preparing drinks with milk, please clean the built-in 
Auto Cappuccino system daily.
1. Carefully remove the milk pipe. (photo 1).
2. Press the release elements and carefully remove the Auto Cappuccino

system by pulling it down (photo 2).
3. Disassemble it into separate parts in the sequence indicated on (photo 3).
4. Rinse each part thoroughly under running water.
5. Dry and reassemble the Auto Cappuccino system. Make sure that all the

individual parts are correctly and firmly connected to each other to ensure
optimal functioning of the device.

6. Install the Auto Cappuccino system and fix it firmly (photo 4).

photo 1 photo 2 photo 3 photo 4

Cleaning the milk pipe

To keep the milk pipe clean, please wash it every day.
• Carefully remove the milk pipe.

• Rinse the pipe under running water.

• Shake the pipe to remove any remaining water.

• Connect the milk pipe to the Auto Cappuccino system with
right side of the combination dispenser.

Daily care

• For daily maintenance, please turn off
coffee machine from the mains.

• Never immerse the coffee machine in water! There is a risk of getting
electric shock.

•

•

•

The following payment systems can be used in the KAFFIT.com K96L coffee machine:
• Payment by QR-code:
The coffee machine is in a locked state. When you select a beverage, a QR-code appears
on the display of the coffee machine, which you need to read and pay in a mobile banking
application. After payment, the coffee machine prepares the selected beverage and returns
to the locked state again. It is possible to set different prices for different types of coffee
beverage.

• Payment via PayPass terminal:
The coffee machine is in a locked state. When you select a beverage, the coffee machine
displays an offer to pay for it through a payment terminal (connects to the coffee machine
via Bluetooth) using a credit card with a smart chip. After payment, the coffee machine
unlocks the preparation of the selected beverage and returns to the locked state again. It is
possible to set different prices for different types of coffee beverages.

Regularly check for spilled coffee inside the coffee machine.
Remove excess coffee with a brush.
Please use a dry microfiber cloth to clean the
display. The touch panel with indicator buttons is made of
glass, be careful not to damage it.
Please use a dry soft cloth or paper towel to
clean the surfaces of the coffee machine. Never use

abrasive materials, as this will damage the surfaces.

Additional functionality: payment system
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This section is devoted to possible malfunctions that may occur during 
operation, as well as their elimination.
If you cannot solve the problem, please contact the technical support or 
service center.

Problem Cause Solution

Coffee beverage is not 
hot enough

1. The coffee cup was not
heated.

Before preparation, preheat the 
coffee cup with hot water or 
steam.

2. More than 30 minutes have
Start the forced rinsing 
process of the coffee machine 
(pg. 17).

Enter the programming menu 
on the Beverage setting page 
and increase the coffee 
brewing temperature.

Coffee comes out of 
the coffee spout in 
separate drops

1. Adjust the grind lever to a 
coarser setting or use ground 
coffee marked "For espresso 
machines" on the packaging.

2. The sieve of the brew unit
is clogged.

Forcibly start the brew unit 
rinse program (pg. ).

The coffee grinder is 
making a lot of noise

Foreign objects have fallen 
into the grinder.

Please contact the service 
center.

Milk does not foam The Auto Cappuccino 
system is clogged.

Start rins milk unit programm 
(pg. ).

Milk splashing
Disassemble and reassemble 
the milk unit. Install the milk unit 
and fix it firmly.

The message is 
permanently lit on the 
display  "DRIP TRAY IS 
FULL"

Empty the drip tray.

The message is 
permanently lit on the 
display
"INSTALL DRIP 
TRAY"

1. 

2.

Trouble-shooting The message is 
permanently lit on the 
display
"ADD WATER"

1. The water tank is empty. Fill the water tank.

2. The water tank is full. A
float has stuck in the water
tank.

Rinse the water tank 
thoroughly.

The message is 
permanently lit on the 
display
"GRINDER FAILURE"

The coffee bean hopper is 
empty.

Fill the hopper with coffee 
beans. Prepare a beverage and 
the prompt will disappear.

Display message 
"ERROR 1-7"

Beverage preparation is not 
possible.

Restart the coffee machine. If 
the error message does not 
disappear, turn off the coffee 
machine and contact the 
service center.

Display messages
This section contains information about messages that may appear on the display of 
the coffee machine.
Message Cause Solution

EMPTY TRAY
If the water drip tray is full, 
any functionof making 
beverage will be out of
service.

Empty the drip tray, rinse it, 
clean and dry the metal 
contacts on the drip tray and put 
the drip tray back into the coffee 
machine.

EMPTY GROUNDS If the coffee grounds 
container is full, any function 
of making beverage will be 
out of service.

Take the coffee grounds 
containerout, empty the coffee 
grounds container and reinstall 
it.

FILL WATER TANK
If water in the tank is used up, 
any function of making 
beverage will be out of service.

Fill the water tank with water.

FILL BEANS
If coffee beans in the bean 
container are used up, 
function of making coffee
will be out of service.

Add beans into bean container 
and prepare a beverage.

INSTALL TRAY

The drip tray is not 
installed
correctly; any function is 
out of service.

1.Install the drip tray correctly.

2.Clean and dry the metal
contacts on the drip tray and 
put the drip tray back into the 
coffee machine.

PRESSURE HIGH

The system has been 
vented. Air has entered the 
internal tubes of the coffee 
machine. Any functions 
are not available.

Press the OK button to correct 
this problem. The self-
diagnostic process starts 
automatically.

passed since the preparation
of the previous drink. The 
brewer and inner tubes have 
already cooled down.

3. Insufficient beverage
brewing temperature is set.

The grind setting is too fine 
or you are using ground 
coffee that is not suitable 
for espresso coffee.

The milk unit is not 
assembled or installed 
correctly.

The drip tray is full. 
Beverage preparation is 
not possible.

Drip tray installed 
incorrectly or missing. 
Beverage preparation is not 
possible.

Install the drip tray correctly.

Carefully clean the metal 
contacts on the drip tray 
and wipe them dry.
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• Please sAve the packaging of the coffee machine for future transportation.

• Make sure to empty the water from water tank, water waste and coffee grounds
from the drip tray. Otherwise it will damage the machine.

• To protect your coffee machine from freezing temperatures during transport, you
must empty the waterway of the coffee machine. Wipe the coffee machine both
inside and outside to dry.

• Hot steam will come out of the coffee spout while the coffee machine is
drying. Please pay special attention to this to avoid burns.

To transport the coffee machine during the cold season, please follow the steps 
described on page 30.

Transportation and recycling

Recycling
Old equipment contains parts that can be recycled and reused. Dispose of old 
equipment in an environmentally responsible manner.

Voltage/Frequency 220-240 V / 50-60 HZ

Heating power 2700 W
Pump pressure 19 Bar(2 pumps, 2 thermoblocks)

Lenght of power cord 1.8 m

Gross weight (with packaging) 24.33 kg

Dimensions (Length× Width ×Height) 580 х 530 х 700 mm

Recomended daily output 120 cups

Maximum output, h. up to 60 cups/h.

Bean hopper capacity 1000 g

Water tank capacity 6 l / tap water connection

Drip tray capacity 2 l / sewege connection

Coffee grounds container ~ 40 servings

Wireless technologies Wi-Fi / GPRS / NFC / RFID

Payment system QR-cod, 
PayPass 
(plastic card with a smart-chip)

Fiscalisation Displaying a QR-code link to the fiscal receipt 
on the screen (relevance 20 sec.)

* Performance was determined by the preparation of drinks with a fixed supply of water, settings and
compliance with the breaks between preparations.

** The manufacturer reserves the right, without prior notice to the Buyer, to make changes to the design
and configuration of the coffee machine in order to improve its properties.

Technical Data




